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FOOD

WALKING WITH GIANTS The Elephant Experience at the Elephant Hills Camp in Khao Sok National Park, Thailand, feeds the soul PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

BEAUTIFUL All creatures great and small

I’

m staring into eternity. The tiny
golden specs in Ngam Ta’s eyes
resemble a galaxy and, for a
second, I’m overwhelmed by the
magnitude of the moment. Then
Ngam Ta gives out a cheeky little trumpet.
“Hey,” she seems to goad me. “Enough with
the tears already. My back needs a scrub.”
I’m visiting the Elephant Hills Camp in
Khao Sok National Park, a little piece of Eden.
Dramatic limestone cliffs covered in dense
forest rise from the jungle floor. In the
morning, they’re swathed in a silver mist,
while giant hornbills swoop from branch to
branch.
At the heart of this place is the Elephant
Experience, a concept based on voluntourism
rather than the exploitative elephant-riding
experiences for which Southeast Asia is
notorious.
Even in South Africa, animal interactions
can be dubious – establishments operating
under the guise of sanctuaries or
voluntourism, ferrying tourists to and fro on
the backs of elephants or churning out
farmed lion cubs on conveyor belts.
Thailand has a PR problem when it comes
to the exploitation of elephants, as an
elephant-back ride remains high on the
bucket list of many a visiting traveller. Stroll
down that neon strip of debauchery called
Patong Beach and you’ll find
numerous tour operators offering
you such safaris.
But before an elephant can
be mounted and used in
elephant safaris or as a
workhorse, it needs to be
broken in. This involves
several cruel techniques,
from crating them in
confined spaces to physical
beatings to break the
animal’s spirit. When logging
was banned in the late 80s,
elephants no longer able to work
in the industry were taken to cities
and paraded in the streets, where tourists
could feed them sugar cane in exchange for
tipping their handlers. Others ended up in
circus-like establishments.
Elephants that worked in the logging trade
or shuttling tourists can’t be reintroduced into
the wild, as they have been exposed to
humans and become reliant on them for food.
But caring for an elephant is incredibly
expensive. Depending on their size, they can
wolf down anything between 100kg and

GLAMPING
with giants
Elephant rides have a dubious reputation, and some
sanctuaries are finding it’s even more fun to scrub the
pachyderm’s back than to ride on it. Carla Lewis-Balden
did just that at the Elephant Hills Camp in Thailand

EXOTIC There is much for the birdwatcher to
enjoy in this bit of Thai paradise

JUNGLE Abundant indigenous foliage brings
one closer to nature

300kg of food a day. They need ample space
to roam and constant care.
Fortunately, there’s hope at Elephant Hills
Camp. The African ecosafari model, with high
value and low impact, has proven to be an
ideal, sustainable way to ensure that the
elephants enjoy a happy life while generating
a profit for the local community.
Most of the animals here used to work in
the logging and back-ride industry.
If African safaris are your cup of
tea, you’ll love the Elephant Hills
Camp. The luxury canvas-style
safari tents are perfect for
glamping. At night you’re
lulled to sleep by the
sounds of the jungle and,
in the morning, the
twittering of birds wakes
you. On the way to the
common area, you walk
through paths draped in
foliage. Old man’s beard
hangs from trees while shocks
of magenta orchids line the
pathways.
The birds are exotic. Same-same, but
different, as the Thai saying goes. I recognised
the distant cousins of our own pittas and
bulbul, but some of the species, such as the
spiderhunters, looked like the love child
between our sunbird and a hoopoe.
Although the camp offers other safari
activities, such as rafting on the Sok River and
jungle trekking, the elephant encounters are
the big draw card. They last between two and
three hours. When we arrived, two cows were

having a good lather in the mud. The
voluntourism bit is where guests help to clean
and groom the elephants.
This was when I had my moment with
Ngam Ta. Although I’m careful not to
anthropomorphise animals, spending an hour
with this elephant left a profound mark on
my soul. She had a sentient presence and her
eyes were remarkable. I always thought
elephants’ eyes were dark brown, but, up
close, they have little flecks and patterns.
After grooming, it’s feeding time. You’re
handed a machete to chop up all sorts of
elephant treats, such as sugar cane, pineapple
and bamboo. These goodies are much loved
and, when your back is turned, a sneaky
trunk may reach into your stash and nick a
piece. But the chopping is hard work and you
have to put your back into it.
You can also help to make elephant
vitamins using oats, tamarind paste and sea
salt. The elephants aren’t that fond of its tart
taste, so you have to hide the mixture in
several layers of fruit and grass before the
elephant will allow it to be smuggled into its
digestive tract.
By the end of the day, I was covered in
mud, fruit juice and elephant saliva. My arms
were sore, stiff and heavy from chopping
sugar cane, but my soul was buoyant and
jubilant from spending just a few hours in the
presence of these magnificent animals.
. Lewis-Balden was a guest of the Tourism
Authority of Thailand. Visit tourismthailand.org
. Elephant Hills is located two hours
from Phuket. Visit elephanthills.com
for more information
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From
Nelspruit
to Nice
He made history as the first South
African to be awarded a Michelin
star, and now Nelspruit-born Jan
Hendrik van der Westhuizen has
brought out a sumptuous new
cookbook. Grethe Koen chatted to
him about South African cooking
While Jan Hendrik van der
Westhuizen – who owns Restaurant
Jan in Nice, France – may be the first
South African to earn a Michelin star,
he believes we have world-class
restaurants in South Africa too.
“Michelin does not represent South
Africa,” he explained to #Trending
during a tour for his new book. “If
South Africa had Michelin, we’d be
getting stars by the handful. That is
why I feel it’s a duty of mine to
promote our potential to the rest of
the world.”
His book, A Breath of French
Air, is filled with gorgeous
photographs, delicate illustrations
and lovingly detailed descriptions. It
features gourmet French fare, but
between the foie gras (goose
liver pâté), baguettes
(long loaves of bread)
and pot-au-feu (French
beef stew) you’ll find
local dishes such as
mosbolletjjies (small
bread loaves), pretzels
with Kalahari desert
JAN HENDRIK
salt and good old
VAN DER
souttert.
WESTHUIZEN
“There’s so much
you can do with South
African flavours,” he says. “The book
has Cape seed loaf, melkkos and
even a biltong sandwich with chips.”
Van der Westhuizen’s work has the
nostalgic wholesomeness of a homecooked meal, amped up by gourmet
presentation and carefully procured
ingredients. The “home-cooked” feel
of his recipes makes sense, since he
came to adore cooking through
watching his mom and grandma.
“Every story has a beginning. Mine
started at the tables of my mother
and grandmother, where the notion
of true South African hospitality
seeped into my consciousness to
become the foundation on which I
would later build Jan [the
restaurant].”
A Breath of French Air is a
cookbook for the ages, and each
lovingly thought-out page reads as an
ode to the chef’s passion for food
and hospitality. It’s well worth the
purchase.
. A Breath of French Air is available
from all good bookstores at the
recommended selling price of R395

